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curves.-Hence, rather direct methods can be used to study electron correla- \

tion in slow, multicharged collision systems.

The system 0 +He has received parttcttiar attention with regard ^ c o r r e l -

ation effects[10-18]. In this system correlated and uncorrelated

double electron transitions populate different final states which can be

measured separatelyflO}. The uncorreiated double capture which involve two

sequential one-electron transitions creates the configurations lsz3Z2Z' (or

\sz2ZAZ') of equivalent (or nearly equivalent) electrons. (Hereafter the Is2

core is not indicated in the configurations.) On the other hand, the correlated

double capture process produce the ooaequivalent electron configurations 2pn£

as a result of energy exchange between the "transferred electrons. The states

actributed to the equivalent and nonequivalent configurations decay by

autoionization producing L-Auger and Coster—Kronig electrons, respectively.

The important point is that the ejected electrons, which are a signature of

uncorreiated and correlated double capture, can be distinguished using high-

resolution electron spectroscopy.

In this work experiments of Coster-Kronig transitions in slow ion-atom

collisions are reviewed with regard to recent critical considerations of cor-

relation effects in the 60-keV 06++He system{5,12,19,20|. Electron correlation

is found to be significant in various mechanisms of two-electron transfer. To

support the present conclusions, calculations are made applying realistic two-

electron matrix elements within the framework of the Landau-Zener model.

Our experimental results were partially discussed in previous articiesU4.15.17j.

More general aspects of the present theoretical work can be found in a
juLechrr^-

recent review{21] dealing with correlation effects in ion-atom collisions.

2. Discussion of Experimental Results

The present measurements of the Coster-Kronig and Auger electron spectra

were performed using the zero-degree spectroscopy method described else-

w'nore[221. It is noted that our previous measurements(10| of the Os*+He

system were performed utilizing an electron acceleration method which may

hav-i spuriously enhanced the electron intensities. Recently we re-measured

pir r of our daca without; using the acceleration method-(17j. Results for the

sy->••:'.?. 60-keV Q*l-<-He ars given in Fig. 1 showing Coster Kronig lines
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associated with the configurations 2pn£ with n£6 anc Auger lines due to the

configurations 3£n£* with n£3. The new data confirm the previous Coster-

Kronig line intensities! 101 within the experimental uncertainties. The Os*+He

system yields the considerable value of -0.3 for the fraction of the Coster

Kronig line intensity relative to the total (Auger and Coster-Kronig) line

intensity. This fraction corresponds to the cross section a, ,= 9xlO~17 cm2

for the production ot all configurations 2pn£( 14,171. The cross sections for

the individual configurations (e.g. 2p6£) are plotted in Fig. 2. Inspection of

the data shows that the cross sections follow the well-known n~3 law. dt'

From the line intensities of the Coster-Kronig electrons it was concluded

that correlation effects play a significant role in double capture for 6O-keV

O6++He collisionsflOj. This conclusion has also been drawn for other slow, :

multicharged collision systems[14.17]. However, the magnitude of the correla- i

tion effects has become a matter of controversy[12,13J.Our O6*+He data[10,17] j

for the relative Coster-Kronig line intensities agree with those measured by j

Mann and Schulte(ll], but they are larger by a factor of -5 than the results j |

obtained by Mack and Niehaus{9l and Bordenave-Montesquieu et al.[16l. It may j

be anticipated that anisotropic angular distributions may partially be respon- ;

sible for the observed discrepancies! 13J, but this supposition could not be

substantiated(17j. It appears that instrumental effects; which often disturb the

measurements of low-energy electrons, are responsible for the observed discre-

pancies. It should be added that very recent results by CUOLT+^W« et al.[23| j

confirm our data{10,17] for the relative Coster-Kronig line intensities. \

To- obtain information about the population of the angular^momenta-^ in

the/Coste'r-Krortig configurations 2pn£, measurements with high^resolution

<were performeuil-Sl.TThe" fine"T"?trtieruTB associated with the configurations 2p6£ •

is plotted in Fig. 3. It is seen that the line intensities due to the low angular j

momenta 2=0 and 1 are rather weak. The maximum intensity is attributed to i

the high angular momenta ZZ3. This finding has been explained by the

, possibility that not only energy but also angular momentum is exchanged

j between the two electrons involved in the double capture process[18jSflfhen

^on"e"~ilectfdh is transferred to the 2p orbital it is likely to lose angular

momentum which is given to the electron transferred to the nZ level. Hence.

the^-'high values of the angular momentum in the 2pn£ configurations may

partially be understood.
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3. Mechanisms for Double Electron Capture

Electron correlation processes in slow ion-atom collisions can be verified

by means of crossings of potential curves representing multi-electron

states{15,17j. Fig. 4 shows the potential curves for a limited number of

molecular (OHe)6* states relevant for the production of the equivalent 3d2

and nonequivaient 2p6£ electron configurations. Crossings between potential

curves which differ by one spin orbital (circles) and two spin orbitals

(squares) are denoted as Diabatic I and II, respectively(24|. In the crossing of

type I, transitions are caused by a one-electron interaction such as radial

coupling, whereas a transition at a crossing of type II requires a two-

electron interaction such as electron correlation.

Each process affecting two electrons may in principle be produced by one

correlated transition or by two independent single-electron transitions[19j.

Accordingly, the potential curves involved in these transitions form a

'reaction triangle' whose corners refer to two crossings of type I (circles)

and one crossing of type II (square). Two such 'triangles' are indicated by

hatched areas in Fig. 4. It is seen that the 'triangle' N associated with the

nonequivaient configurations 2p6£ is considerably larger than the 'triangle' E

attributed to the equivalent configuration 3d2. These diagrams illustrate that

there are striking differences in the production of nonequivaient and equi-

valent electron configurations in O6*+He collisions.

Inspection of the 'triangle' E suggests that the single-electron transitions

are significant for the production of the configuration 3d2. In this case the

question of whether the correlated two-electron transitions are also sig-

nificant has not as yet been discussed in detail. It is interesting to note that

Barat and collaborators|19], who studied the system O8++He, have found negli-

gible electron correlation effects in the population of equivalent (or nearly

equivalent) electron configurations. However, this conclusion is not necessarily

valid for the O6++He system. It is noted that Mack et al.(25l recently

observed electron correlation effects in Cs++H2 collisions producing the

equivalent 3£3£' configurations.

In any case, it cannot be concluded that uncorrelated single-electron

transitions are dominant for the nonequivalent configurations 2pn2. It is

pointed out that In their previous work Barat and collaborators! 19| did not
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consider the significant difference in the production of the equivalent

and nonequivalent electron configurations. For the case of the nonequivalent

configurations 2pn£, which are associated with the 'triangle' N, the potential

curves already qualitatively indicate that the uncorrelated single-electron

transitions are not important (Fig. 4). In fact, the curves attributed asympto-

tically to Os++He(ls2) and O31'(6.e)+He>(ls) do not even cross. Similarly, it is

not expected that the state labeled O3*(2p)+Hef(ls) contributes much to the

production of the 2p6£ configurations. Accordingly, Roncin et al.[20j recently

confirmed that two successive single-electron transitions are not responsible

for the production of the 2pn£ configuration in the O6++He system. Instead it

is anticipated that correlation effects play a role.

The correlated double capture (CDC) process considered previously[10l

corresponds to the crossing which is seen near the square at 3.8 a.u formed

by the incident horizontal curve and the curve labeled asymptotically

O4*(2p6£)+Hez+. Winter et al.(12l pointed out another process which can

produce the 2pn£ configurations. This process involves a single-electron tran-

sition into the state labeled O3+(3d)+He*(ls) near 4.3 a.u. followed by a corre-

lated transfer (de)excitation (CTE) process populating the final O4+(2p6^)+He2t

state near 3.5 a.u. Thus, double electron capture into the 2pn£ configurations

may proceed via a one-step process and a tvo-step process, both involving

electron correlation effects. Hence, it is noted that the occurrence of a suc-

cessive two-step process is by no means an indication for the absence of el-

ectron correlation. For instance, at relatively small Impact energies Roncin et

al.[20l found strong evidence for the two-step process[12j but they confirmed

also electron correlation effects in the production of the 2pn£ configurations.

In addition to the mechanisms associated with the 'triangle' N, one may

consider a correlated transfer (target) excitation process[21j producing the

2pn£ configurations. Near 2 a.u. this process occurs as the transfer of a

helium electron to the oxygen 2p level and the excitation of the other helium

electron into, e.g., n=4 which may subsequently be transferred to the 6Z level

of oxygen (Fig. 4). In the following we shall focus our attention on the pro-

cesses CDC and CTE which are quite similar, since they are close in distance

and they have in common the correlated two-electron transition populating

directly the 2pn£ configurations. It should be added that both CDC and CTE

have been known for several years, e.g.. they have been studied by Kimura

and Olson(4| and by Kimura et al.(26l, respectively.
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4. Calcuiations for Double Electron Capture

To support the conclusions of the previous discussion, th<: retical

estimates are made to obtain quantitative information about the different

mechanisms involved in the production of the nonequivalent configurations

2pn-6. The calculations are based on the well-known cross section formula

o = P J R2
c (1)

which is valid for transitions at localized crossings occurring with the

probability P at the radius Rc. In the following we shall focus our attention

on the cross section o2p6l for the production ...of' th.e_c_QIifigurations 2p6^/)lt \

will be shown that the contribution from the successive single-electron tran- ;

sitions is small and that the theoretical cross sections obtained for the cor- ,/

related processes CDC and CTE. are-consistent with 'the experimental data..-•-•

In the case of two independent capture events the probability P is ob-

tained as a product of the single-electron transition probabilities attributed to

the inner and outer crossing. The distance Re is taken to be equal to the

smaller crossing radius. Unfortunately, suitable data for the single-electron

transitions populating the 2p and 6£ levels of O6+ (or 03+) in collisions with

He are not available at present. However, extrapolated single-capture data by

Gordeev et a£.[27| and Barat et al.[19] strongly suggest that the Indeptndent

single-electron transitions are not significant in the production of the 2p62

configurations. This conclusion is supported by recent results obtained from

the extended over-barrier model by Niehaus[28] neglecting electron correlation

effects. It was found that the ratio of cross sections[28| for the production

of the 2p6£ and 3d' configurations is less than 0.01. which is more than an

order of magnitude smaller than the experimental value of 0.3 mentioned

above. Better agreement with the present data is obtained from a modified

version of the model(29| allowing for energy exchange between the captured

electrons, which means that some correlation between the electrons Is

included in the analysis.

It thus appears that the production of the non-equivalent configurations

2pn£ involves electron correlation. To obtain theoretical results for the CDC

and CTE processes, estimates of the related cross sections are made by means

of the Landau-Zener formula(30|. This formula yields the following appro.xi-



mate relation for small transition probabilities[15|:

I vc I •
P = 8n ' l f ' (3)

Fv

where V f̂=<4>f | r^ j tp^ is the correlation matrix element with the distance

r = | T -f | between the electrons, v is the collision velocity, and F is the

derivative of the energy difference of the associated diabatic potential curves

at the crossing radius Rc. The crossing region is assumed to be passed twice

and the radial velocity, which is usually applied in the Landau-Zener

model(30l, is set equal to half the incident velocity.

To apply eq. (3) the major work lies in the determination of the correl-

ation matrix element V°f. Fritsch[31| has calculated the matrix elements

with the atomic Is orbital (p'is centered at the target and the atomic orbitals

cp , (p , and (p centered at the projectile. For Rc:=3.8 a.u., the matrix

elements were determined to be within the range of 2 - 4xlO~3 a.u. depending

on the angular momentum Z. The data set is based on atomic orbitals coupled

to the magnetic quantum number M=0 of the total angular momentum Additio-

nal calculations showed that the overlap matrix elements due to the non-

orthogonality of the wave functions are negligible(3ll.

Let us first consider the CDC process[10). It refers to the crossing of the

incident state starting with O6++He(ls2) and the state attributed asymptoti-

cally to O**(2p6£)+He2v as noted above. For this crossing one obtains

F=0.56 a.u. Also it follows for 60-keV O5+ that v=0.39 a.u. With the matrix

elements by Fritsch[3ll one obtains theoretical transition probabilities of

~6xio"\ which yields the cross section of ~2xlO"1B cm2. To compare this

value with the experimental data of 2.8X10"1' cm2 (Fig. 2) it should be taken

into account that numerous (i.e. 36) angular momenta! 18| and magnetic

quantum numbers may contribute to the cross section a . The sum of about

15 similar contributions would yield the experimental results.

Recently, Fritschl^ll calculated CDC cross sections summed over ail final

angular momenta for the 40-keV Cb> + He system whose impact velocity and
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potential curve structures are nearly equal to those of the 60-keV O6*+He

system. The calculated cross sectionsl31| for the production of the 2p6£

configurations range from 1.2 to 3.6xlO~17 cm2, depending on whether only

M=0 or all M are taken into account. This shows that the calculations made

under the assumption that CDC is producing the 2p62 configurations in

60-keV O6++He collisions are consistent with experiment.

Further theoretical effort is required to study the process of correlated

transfer excitation, CTE(12l. It is noted that the matrix elements (4a) and

(4b) which are responsible for CDC and CTE, respectively, are nearly equal.

Hence, the competition between the two processes is not decided by the cor-

related transitions but it is governed by the preceding single-electron

transition where a helium Is electron is captured into an oxygen 3£ level near

4.3 a.u. The probability for this transition cannot readily be calculated, since

the interaction between the incident state O6>+He(ls2) and the O3*(3d)+He(ls)

state is so strong that their coupling region extends into the crossings asso-

ciated with the CDC and CTE processes. This can be concluded from the mag-

nitude of the related coupling matrix element given by Olson and Salop(32l.

Thus, due to the overlap of Che coupling regions one may suspect that the

Os++He system is a good candidate to study the individual contributions of

CDC and CTE, since these contributions are expected to add coherently. Con-

sequently, the electron correlation processes CDC and CTE appear to be quite

similar in the O6++He system.

Roncin et al.[20] performed coupled channel calculations neglecting the

CDC contribution completely.They found that the CTE process[12| alone would

account for their experimental results obtained at the relative low energy of

9 ke"V. "Here, "for 60 keV, we found that the rCDC process is important. It is

noted that at low collision energies, where the system behaves adiabatically,

the state attributed to O3*(3d) + He*(ls) is populated with a relatively high

probability and, thus, the dominance of the CTE process is likely. However,

this supposition cannot readily be generalized. At higher incident energies

such as 60 keV it is likely that the system passes the crossing near 4.3 a.u.

more diabatically. In any case it is expected with regard to the near equality

of the matrix elements (4a) and (4b) that the CDC and CTE processes occur

with probabilities of the same order of magnitude. Further theoretical work is

suggested to include both processes of correlated double capture, CDC, and

correlated transfer excitation, CTE, in coupled channel calculations.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. Spectrum of L^-Coster-Kronig (CK) and L-Auger electrons produced

in 60-keV O6*+He collisions{17l.

Fig. 2. Cross sections for the production of the Coster-Kronig configur-

ations Is22pn£. Also shown are theoretical results proportional

to n~3 and normalized to the experimental data for n=9, 10, and 11.

Fig. 3 High resolution spectrum of Is22p6£ Coster Kronig electrons showing

the first peak of the Rydberg series seen in Fig. 1. Also shown are

calculated transition energies associated with the angular momen-

tum Z. The lengths of the bars represent statistical weights.

Fig. 4. Potential curve diagram for the system O6+ + He. The data are

obtained by methods used in Refs. [15] and (17| where also more

complete sets of potential curves are given.
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